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Collaborative Intelligent Reflecting Surface Networks
With Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
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Abstract—Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) is envisioned to
be widely applied in future wireless networks. In this paper, we
investigate a multi-user communication system assisted by co-
operative IRS devices with the capability of energy harvesting.
Aiming to maximize the long-term average achievable system rate,
an optimization problem is formulated by jointly designing the
transmit beamforming at the base station (BS) and discrete phase
shift beamforming at the IRSs, with the constraints on transmit
power, user data rate requirement and IRS energy buffer size.
Considering time-varying channels and stochastic arrivals of en-
ergy harvested by the IRSs, we first formulate the problem as a
Markov decision process (MDP) and then develop a novel multi-
agent Q-mix (MAQ) framework with two layers to decouple the
optimization parameters. The higher layer is for optimizing phase
shift resolutions, and the lower one is for phase shift beamforming
and power allocation. Since the phase shift optimization is an
integer programming problem with a large-scale action space, we
improve MAQ by incorporating the Wolpertinger method, namely,
MAQ-WP algorithm to achieve a sub-optimality with reduced
dimensions of action space. In addition, as MAQ-WP is still of
high complexity to achieve good performance, we propose a policy
gradient-based MAQ algorithm, namely, MAQ-PG, by mapping
the discrete phase shift actions into a continuous space at the cost of
a slight performance loss. Simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed MAQ-WP and MAQ-PG algorithms can converge faster
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and achieve data rate improvements of 10.7% and 8.8% over the
conventional multi-agent DDPG, respectively.

Index Terms—Intelligent reflecting surface, beamforming,
energy harvesting, multi-agent reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ENCENTLY, advanced technologies have been developed
in the fifth generation (5G), such as massive multiple

input multiple output (MIMO) and network densification [1],
[2], to achieve high throughput, ultra low latency and high
reliability. However, progressively dense deployment of MIMO
base stations (BSs) with large-scale multi-antenna arrays suffers
high cost and substantial power consumption.

To tackle this challenge, a promising paradigm called intelli-
gent reflecting surface (IRS) has been proposed and has aroused
considerable research enthusiasm due to its superiority of energy
efficiency and low cost [3]. An IRS can be seen as a flat composed
of many passive reflecting units, which is able to tune the phases
and amplitudes of incident signals and then reflect them into the
desired directions. By this way, it can significantly enhance the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) [4]. Notably, an
IRS can reflect the input signals passively by controlling the
electronic devices without the need of utilizing radio-frequency
chains. In addition, an IRS is generally portable and scalable, and
thus can be easily deployed on the indoor furnitures and outdoor
walls [5]. Owing to these nice features, the IRS technology is ex-
pected to be widely applied in various wireless communication
scenarios to improve the network performance.

A. Related Work

Many recent studies have been devoted to investigating prop-
erties and challenges of the IRS-assisted conventional systems.
Such a system with a single-antenna BS and multiple single-
antenna users was studied in [6]. For IRS-assisted multi-antenna
systems, [7]–[9] employed an alternating optimization (AO)
approach and a semi-definite relaxation (SDR) algorithm to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with a guarantee of the
user secrecy rate. Zhou et al. [10] investigated the robust beam-
forming at the BS for IRS-assisted multiple-input single-output
(MISO) systems. For an IRS-assisted multi-user MIMO (MU-
MIMO) system, the study in [11] used a two-step stochastic
program to formulate the average received SNR maximization
issue and utilized a minorization-maximization (MM) based
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algorithm to solve the passive beamforming and information
transfer problem.

In addition, the IRS technology has been applied to some
novel communication systems. For an IRS-assisted millimeter-
wave system, Xiu et al. [12] designed the IRS beamforming to
offer more feasible propagation paths, and proposed an alter-
nating manifold optimization method to maximize the weighted
sum rate. For an IRS-assisted unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
system, the studies in [13]–[15] investigated how to increase
the received signal strength by passive beamforming at each
IRS. For a simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT) system, the studies in [16]–[18] employed IRSs to
serve energy harvesting receivers and information decoding
receivers, and optimized the IRSs phase shifts to maximize
the weighted sum-power. For an IRS-enhanced orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) system, Yang et al. [19]
maximized the achievable rate through reasonably allocating the
transmit power and designing the passive beamforming.

Regarding the design of IRS passive beamforming, most
previous studies concentrated on the continuous phase shift opti-
mization at each IRS, which leads to excessively high resolution,
and thus its computational burden is unacceptable in practice.
When each IRS has a finite number of phase shifts, Wu et al. [20]
demonstrated that the discrete phase shifts and continuous phase
shifts can achieve the same power gain. Further, the study in [21]
designed the IRS passive beamforming under discrete phase
shifts and imperfect channel state information. However, the
above mentioned works are not applicable to dynamic envi-
ronments (e.g., varying channels, stochastic arrivals of mobile
users) by utilizing traditional optimization approaches, e.g., AO,
SDR, MM algorithms, to address the beamforming optimization
problems.

Artificial intelligence (AI) has recently developed as a re-
markably impressive technology to tackle dynamic optimization
problems in large-scale systems [22]–[26]. Considering the su-
periority of AI, deep learning (DL) has been used to maximize
the user received signal strength by formulating the IRSs online
wireless configuration [27]. The studies in [28], [29] applied
reinforcement learning (RL) to achieve the maximum SNR by
optimizing the IRS passive phase shift. The work in [30], [31] de-
veloped deep RL (DRL) methods to improve the system secrecy
rate and the energy efficiency by jointly optimizing the BS beam-
forming and the IRSs’ reflecting beamforming. In [32], [33],
the joint design of the BS digital beamforming and the IRSs’
analog beamforming was formulated as an NP-hard optimization
problem to improve the coverage range by leveraging DRL.

To the best of our knowledge, multi-agent RL (MARL) algo-
rithm has not been developed in the existing works to cope with
the joint beamforming optimization problems in multiple IRSs-
assisted multi-user systems, under the condition of time-varying
discrete phase shifts design and energy harvesting mechanism.

B. Contributions

In this paper, we aim to maximize the long-term aver-
age achievable system data rate by optimizing BS transmit
beamforming and IRSs’ discrete phase shift beamforming with
transmit power limits, user data rate requirements and IRS

energy storage buffer constraints, assuming that each IRS has
adjustable phase shift resolutions and is equipped with energy
harvesting devices. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

1) Considering a multi-user MISO system assisted by dis-
tributed IRSs and a central BS, we formulate the joint
transmit beamforming and phase shift beamforming opti-
mization with the objective of maximizing the long-term
average achievable system rate and propose a cooperative
multi-agent Markov decision process (MDP) to model the
distributed IRS-assisted system due to the time-varying
channels and the stochastic harvested energy. The BS and
all the IRSs are considered as agents that can interact with
the system environment and learn through the historical
interactive experience.

2) We develop a novel multi-agent Q-mix (MAQ) framework
with two layers to decouple the optimization parameters.
The high-level layer is for optimizing phase shift resolu-
tions and the low-level layer is for phase shift beamform-
ing and power allocation. To efficiently handle the expo-
nentially large number of phase shift actions, we propose a
MAQ with Wolpertinger method (MAQ-WP) algorithm to
obtain sub-optimal beamforming policies. We further pro-
pose a MAQ with policy gradient (MAQ-PG) algorithm to
overcome the weakness of high complexity in the MAQ-
WP algorithm at the cost of a slight performance loss.

3) We generalize the MAQ-WP and MAQ-PG algorithms by
segregating the high-dimensional and discrete phase shift
actions into two hierarchical actions to significantly accel-
erate the learning process and reduce the computational
complexity. We propose Wolpertinger and policy gradient
methods to map proto-actions with high dimensionality
into actual actions with low dimensionality, thereby im-
proving the learning rate effectively.

4) Extensive simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithms in improving both the con-
vergence value and learning speed under the constraints
compared with benchmarks. In addition, the MAQ-WP
and MAQ-PG algorithms can increase the long-term aver-
age achievable system rate by 10.7% and 8.8% compared
with the multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient
(MADDPG) [34] based approach, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The sys-
tem model and the problem formulation are provided in
Section II. The MAQ framework based on an MDP formula-
tion and the proposed MAQ-WP and MAQ-PG algorithms are
presented in Section III. Section IV provides numerical results
to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Section V concludes this
paper.

Math notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface
lowercase letters a and boldface capital letters A, respectively.
(·)T and (·)H are transpose and conjugate transpose operations,
respectively. Let | · | and ‖ · ‖ denote the absolute value and the
Euclidean norm operations, respectively. The operator diag(·)
represents the diagonal matrix with argument of a vector. We
use x ∼ CN (0, 1) to indicate that the random variable x obeys
the complex Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and unit
variance.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MAIN NOTATION

Fig. 1. Downlink multi-user MISO system with multiple IRSs.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section we introduce the considered signal model and
energy harvesting model. Based on these two models, under
the objective of maximizing the long-term average system data,
we formulate a constrained optimization problem. For ease of
reference, Table I lists all the main notation of the system model.

A. Signal Model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a multi-user MISO com-
munication system assisted by multiple IRSs, where a downlink
BS equipped with M antennas communicates with K single-
antenna users under L IRSs’ cooperation. Let K � {1, . . .,K}
and L � {1, . . ., L} denote indices of users and indices of IRSs,
respectively. It is assumed that the IRS l, ∀l ∈ L is equipped
with Nl reflecting elements or unit cells. We denote the l-th IRS
reflecting elements set as Nl � {1, . . ., Nl}.

The received signal at the k-th user can be given by

yk =

(
L∑

l=1

(
hRU
l,k

)H
ΦlH

BR
l +

(
hBU
k

)H)
K∑
j=1

vjsj + nk, (1)

where hRU
l,k ∈ CNl×1 denotes the channel coefficients vector

between the l-th IRS and the k-th user, HBR
l ∈ CNl×M denotes

the channel coefficients matrix between the BS and the l-th IRS,

hBU
k ∈ CM×1 denotes the channel coefficients vector between

the BS and the k-th user. Φl � diag(φl) ∈ CNl×Nl denotes
reflection coefficients matrix of the l-th IRS, with the l-th IRS
reflection coefficients vector φl being defined as

φl �
[
βl,1e

jθl,1 , βl,2e
jθl,2 , . . ., βl,Nl

ejθl,Nl

]T
, (2)

where βl,i ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ Nl denotes the i-th element amplitude
reflection coefficient of the l-th IRS, and θl,i ∈ [0, 2π), i ∈ Nl

denotes the i-th element phase shift reflection coefficient of the
l-th IRS. In this paper, we assume that the amplitude reflection
coefficient of each IRS element is set to be one for maximizing
the signal reflection, i.e., βl,i = 1, ∀i ∈ Nl, l ∈ L. The trans-
mit beamforming vector vj ∈ CM×1, ∀j ∈ K and information
symbol sj ∼ CN (0, 1), ∀j ∈ K are designed for the j-th user.
Let nk ∼ CN (0, σ2

n) denote the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with zero mean and σ2

n variance. We separate the k-th
user’s received signal expressed in (1) into three parts: desired
signal, inter-user interference signal and noise signal, i.e.,

yk =

(
L∑

l=1

(
hRU
l,k

)H
ΦlH

BR
l +

(
hBU
k

)H)
vksk︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+

K∑
j,j �=k

(
L∑

l=1

(
hRU
l,k

)H
ΦlH

BR
l +

(
hBU
k

)H)
vjsj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-user interference signal

+ nk︸︷︷︸
noise signal

.(3)

Then the SINR at the k-th user can be obtained by

γk =

∣∣∣∣
(∑L

l=1

(
hRU
l,k

)H

ΦlH
BR
l +

(
hBU
k

)H)
vk

∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∑K
j,j �=k

(∑L
l=1

(
hRU
l,k

)H

ΦlHBR
l +

(
hBU
k

)H)
vj

∣∣∣∣2+ σ2
n

,

(4)
and thus, the achievable system data rate can be obtained as

R =

K∑
k=1

log2 (1 + γk) . (5)

B. Energy Harvesting Model

An IRS is a passive component that reflects incident signal
without amplification in theory. However, an IRS indeed con-
sumes energy in practice due to the operations of IRS elements,
IRS controller and circuit board. Hence, the IRS power con-
sumption depends on the phase shift resolution and the operation
status per IRS element.

Ideally, the phase shift of each IRS element can be tuned
continuously. In practice, however, the phase shift is finite
and discrete due to the complex hardware limitation. Let B �
{1, . . ., B} denote the set of all possible bit resolution values.
Then the set of all possible discrete phase shifts taking the b-bit
resolution can be indicated as

Fb � {0,Δθ, . . ., (2b − 1)Δθ}, ∀b ∈ B, (6)

where Δθ = 2π/2b and thus each element is within the range
of [0, 2π). We assume that each IRS can alter its phase shift bit
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resolution according to the actual requirement. For example, as
shown in [35], power consumption per element is 1.5, 4.5 and
6 mW for 3-,4- and 5-bit resolution phase shifting, respectively.
The higher the resolution of IRS phase shifts, the better its beam-
forming performance, but the power consumption will increase
greatly. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between resolution and
power consumption. Such power consumption is much lower
than that of an amplify-and-forward (AF) relay. However, in a
large-scale multiple IRSs system, the IRS power consumption
is still considerable.

In our work, a time-slotted system with a minimum slot
length Δt is considered. Each IRS is assumed to carry an
energy storage buffer and an energy harvesting device, which
can gather solar energy with the usage of solar panels. It is
assumed that the harvested energy obeys a certain statistical
distribution, e.g., Poisson distribution. By fabricating the tun-
able reflecting element based on PIN diode, we can set each
IRS element to an ON or OFF working status. If an IRS
element works at the ON status, the incident signal will be
reflected by the IRS element without amplitude attenuation
and the signal phase will be changed. Otherwise, the incident
signal will not be reflected and the signal power will not be
absorbed into the IRS energy storage buffer. Thus, by adjusting
the working status of the IRSs elements, the desired signal
can be boosted and the interference signals can be weakened
effectively.

The status of the l-th IRS n-th element at the t-th slot is
denoted as ρl,n(t). If ρl,n(t) = 1, the element operates at the ON
status at the t-th slot. We assume that all elements in the same
IRS have the same phase shift resolution. The ON-status power
consumption of the l-th IRS element under bl ∈ B bit resolution
at the t-th slot is denoted as μl(t). As a result, the power
consumption of the l-th IRS at the t-th slot can be expressed
as

P IRS
l (t) =

Nl∑
n=1

ρl,n(t)μl(t), ∀l ∈ L. (7)

Then total power consumption of all the IRSs at the t-th slot
can be obtained as

P IRS(t) =

L∑
l=1

P IRS
l (t). (8)

The remaining energy stored in the l-th IRS energy storage
buffer can be updated by

El(t+ 1) � min
{
max

{
El(t)− cl(t), E

min
l

}
+ al(t), E

max
l

}
,

(9)
where El(t) is the remaining stored energy of the l-th IRS at
the t-th slot, cl(t) = P IRS

l (t)Δt is the energy consumption of
the l-th IRS at the t-th slot, al(t) is the harvested energy at the
t-th slot, Emin

l and Emax
l are the minimum threshold and the

maximum capacity of the energy storage buffer, respectively.

C. Problem Formulation

Our main objective is to jointly design the BS transmit beam-
forming matrix V � [v1, . . .,vK ], the IRS element bit resolu-
tion vector b � [b1, . . ., bL], the IRS reflecting matrix Φl, ∀l ∈

L and the ON/OFF status vector ρl � [ρl,1, . . ., ρl,Nl
], ∀l ∈ L

to maximize the long-term average achievable system data rate
in the multiple IRSs-assisted communication system.

Let X(t) � [V(t),b(t), {Φl(t)}L1 , {ρl(t)}L1 ] denote the
set consisting of all the variables at the t-th slot. Let
{xl(t)}L1 � {x1(t), . . ., xL(t)} for convenience. We aim to
maximize the long-term average achievable system data rate
limT→∞ 1

T

∑T
t=0 R(t) subject to the data rate requirement

Rreq
k (t) of the k-th user at the t-th slot, the transmit power

limitation Pmax at the BS and the energy storage buffer con-
straintsEmin

l , Emax
l at the l-th IRS. Accordingly, the optimization

function is formulated as

P : max
X(t)

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
t=0

R(t), (10)

s.t.C1:

K∑
k=1

Pk(t) ≤ Pmax, ∀t, (10a)

C2:Rk(t) ≥ Rreq
k (t), ∀k ∈ K, ∀t, (10b)

C3:Emin
l ≤ El(t) ≤ Emax

l , ∀l ∈ L, ∀t, (10c)

where Pk(t) = ‖vk‖ is the transmit power of the k-th user
signal, Rk(t) = log2(1 + γk(t))

1 and R(t) are the achievable
data rate of the k-th user and the achievable system data rate
at the t-th slot, respectively. The optimization function (10)
computes the long-term average achievable system data rate.
The constraint (10a) indicates that the total transmit power is no
more than the transmit power constraint Pmax. The constraint
(10b) means that each user achievable data rate Rk(t) should
satisfy his data rate requirement Rreq

k (t). The constraint (10c)
takes into account the IRS energy storage buffer size.

The formulated objective function in (10) with constraints
in (10a), (10b) and (10c) is a non-convex problem because the
transmit beamforming and phase shifts are coupled in (4). As
conventional optimization techniques (e.g. convex optimization
methods) are challenging to solve it, we aim to a DRL-based
method to address this problem.

III. DRL-BASED SOLUTION

In this section, we construct an MDP formula for the proposed
constrained optimization function and then propose an MAQ
structure and two algorithms to solve the optimization problem.

A. MDP Formula

The optimization problem given in (10) is a complex non-
convex problem with three types of constraint conditions. Be-
sides, the channel state information, the user data rate require-
ments and the harvested energy are all time-varying. Thus,
traditional optimization approaches that transform a dynamic
system into a static system may achieve poor performance and
have no guarantee of constraints. As such, we transform the
dynamic system into a cooperative multi-agent MDP model by

1Without further explanation, in the following sections, notation with sub-
script t will substitute the functional form notation at the t-th slot for conve-
nience, e.g., (Rk(t) → Rk,t).
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viewing the multiple IRSs-assisted multi-user MISO communi-
cation system in Section II as an interactive system and viewing
the BS and all the IRSs as distributed learning agents. The main
elements of the constructed multi-agent MDP are defined as
follows:

1) State: The local state of the l-th IRS at the t-th slot should
reflect the user data rate and the energy consumption, which is
defined as

sl,t �
[{

exp

(
−dl,k
dl,0

)
· fk (Rk,t−1)]

}
k∈K

, El,t

]
, (11)

where exp(−dl,k

dl,0
) is a discount factor that embodies the impact

of the k-th user on the l-th IRS, dl,k is the distance between the
l-th IRS and the k-th user, dl,0 is the reference distance of the
l-th IRS. The indicator function fk(Rk,t) is defined as

fk(Rk,t) �
{
1 if Rk,t > Rreq

k,t ,

0 else.
(12)

The local state sl,t indicates that if the user is adjacent to the
IRS and its data rate requirement is satisfied, the user will be
significant to the IRS. The local state of the BS at the t-th slot
is defined as the transmit power, i.e.,

sB,t �
[{Pk,t}k∈K

]
. (13)

The local states of all the agents constitute the global state,
i.e.,

st � [{sl,t}l∈L, sB,t] . (14)

Let Sl be the state space of the l-th IRS. SB and S are the
BS agent state space and the global state space, respectively. We
have sl,t ∈ Sl, sB,t ∈ SB, st ∈ S and S � {⋃l∈L{Sl}}

⋃SB.
2) Action: The local action of the BS is defined as the trans-

mit beamforming vector at the t-th slot:

aB,t � [{vk,t}k∈K] . (15)

The local action of each IRS implies the chosen bit resolution,
the phase shift vector and the ON/OFF status vector at the t-th
slot as

al,t �
[
bl,θl,t,ρl,t

]
. (16)

The optimization argument Φl, ∀l ∈ L in (10) is a matrix while
matrix processing is more complex than vector processing.
For simplicity, we assume that each IRS element reflects the
signal independently without signal coupling. Therefore, the
optimization variables Φl is sparse and equivalent to the phase
shift vector θl = [θl,1, . . ., θl,Nl

].
The local action space of the l-th IRS agent is expressed as

Al � {(bl,θl,ρl)|bl ∈ B, θl,n ∈ Fbl , ρl,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n ∈ Nl} .
(17)

The local actions of all the agents make up the joint action at
the t-th slot defined as

at � [{al,t}l∈L,aB,t] . (18)

Let AB, A � {⋃l∈L{Al}}
⋃AB denote the BS action space

and the joint action space, respectively.

3) Reward: Our objective is to maximize system data rate
under constraints of the user data rate request, the transmit power
and the IRS energy storage buffer. The reward represents the
optimization objective with constraints, thus, the instant reward
at the t-th slot is defined as

rt �
K∑

k=1

Rk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
part 1

+ ξ1 ·
K∑

k=1

min
{
Rk,t −Rreq

k,t , 0
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
part 2

+ ξ2 ·min

{
Pmax −

K∑
k=1

Pk,t, 0

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

part 3

+ ξ3 ·
L∑

l=1

min
{
El(t)− Emin

l , 0
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
part 4

, (19)

where the part 1 is the achievable system data rate, the part 2, the
part 3 and the part 4 are penalty which are defined as the user data
rate request satisfaction level, the transmit power constraint and
the IRS energy consumption degree, respectively. ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3
are the trade-off coefficients to balance the rate and the penalty.
The return is defined as the cumulative discounted future reward
as follows Gt �

∑∞
k=0 γ

krt+k, wherer γ denotes the discount
factor. Under the premise of satisfying the constraints, we aim
to obtain an optimal policy that maximizes long-term expected
return, which is defined as

Eπ [Gt|st = s] . (20)

It is conspicuous to see that such a maximization is equivalent
to solve the aforementioned optimization problem (10). Note
that the optimal policy indicates the optimal BS transmit beam-
forming vector and the appropriate resolution, the phase shifting
vector and the working status vector on each IRS. The state value
functionV (s) and the state-action value functionQ(s,a) can be
given as V (s) = Eπ[Gt | st = s] and Q(s,a) = Eπ[Gt | st =
s,at = a], respectively. The value functions satisfy the Bellman
equation [36], and thus can be expressed as

V (s) =
∑
a

π(a|s)
∑
s′

Pa
ss′ [r + γV (s′)] ,

Q(s,a) =
∑
s′

Pa
ss′

[
r + γ

∑
a′

π(a′|s′)Q(s,′ a′)

]
, (21)

where Pa
ss′ � Pr(st+1 = s′|st = s,at = a) is the state tran-

sition probability from the current state s to the next state s′

given the current actiona, policy π(a|s) denotes the conditional
probability of taking action a on the state s.

B. Multi-Agent Q-Mix Networks

Considering the fact that the action space in (17) has high-
dimensional and discrete characteristics, the training of the
neural network would make the the computation resources over-
loaded. Moreover, value-based methods (e.g. Q-learning [36])
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suffer from slow convergence and policy-based methods (e.g.
DDPG [37]) may be trapped in local optimal solutions. In
addition, they are problematic to solve the discrete action space
with high dimensionality. MADDPG [34] is a typical MARL
algorithm, which works in terms of centralized training and dis-
tributed execution (CTDE) framework briefly. More specifically,
it uses global information to update the centralized Q-value and
renew each agent’s policy through a distributed policy gradient
method. However, it shows high computational complexity in
large-scale action space. To handle with hybrid action space,
the work in [38] proposed a framework called parameterized
deep Q-networks (PDQN) to combine the algorithm DQN for
discrete action space with the algorithm DDPG for continuous
action space. More specifically, PDQN first chooses the contin-
uous action x based on the discrete action b, utilizes a neural
network Q(s, b,x|ω) parameterized by ω to approximate the
state-action value function and updates the network parameters
by minimizing the loss function defined as

l(ω) = E
[
(y −Q(s, b,x|ω))2

]
,

y = r + γmax
b′

Q(s,′ b,′ x′|ω), (22)

where y is the one-step discount reward value, s,′ b,′ x′ are the
global state, the discrete action vector and the continuous action
vector in the next step, respectively. However, PDQN only serves
the situation of the large-scale discrete-continuous hybrid action
space, and thus cannot be used in the systems with discrete-
discrete hybrid action space.

In our model, we have two levels of discrete actions of each
IRS agent: the high-level action: the bit resolution bl; the low-
level action: the pair of the phase shift vector and the ON/OFF
state vector xl = (θl,ρl). As for the l-th IRS, we first choose
the high-level action bl, which confirms the phase shift value set
Fbl and power consumption per element μl, and then select the
low-level action xl, which determines the reflection matrix Φl

and the power consumption P IRS
l of the l-th IRS.

The high-level action space with B elements is low-
dimensional, whereas the low-level action space with the dimen-
sion increasing exponentially with the growth of the number of
IRS elements. A common method to handle with such a situation
is to use ergodic methods (e.g. the ε-greedy method [36]), but
would lead to the execution complexity growing linearly with
|Al|, which is quite intractable.

To cope with the aforementioned issues in this section, we
propose a novel multi-agent Q-mix framework, which, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2, is made up of three parts: a high-level Q-mix
network, policy networks and a low-level Q-mix network.

1) High-Level Q-Mix Network: It consists of L agent net-
works and a high-level mixing network. We assume that each
IRS agent employs the same structure of the agent network. The
agent network performs individual value function calculations
for the corresponding IRS agent. The high-level mixing network
can be viewed as a monotonic function with the input of all the
individual value functions.

For the IRS agent i, ∀i ∈ L, the local state sl,t and the bit
resolution bl,t−1 at the previous slot are utilized as the inputs of
its agent network; moreover, in order to distinguish from other

Fig. 2. Multi-agent Q-mix framework.

agents, the agent index i is also utilized as the input after one-hot
encoding. Using the ε-greedy method, with probability ε, the
high-level action bi is uniformly and randomly chosen from B;
with probability 1− ε, bi is selected using

bi = argmax
bi∈B

Qhigh
i

(
si, bi|ωhigh

i

)
, (23)

where we combine the local state si,t, the bit resolution bi,t−1

and the agent number index i as the new local state si; the
individual value function Qhigh

i is parameterized by ωhigh
i . Here,

we ignore the time subscript for simplicity.
The high-level mixing network at the BS takes the individual

value functions of all the IRS agents as its input and the system
information consisting of the global state s and joint low-level
actionx � [x1, . . .,xL] as its auxiliary message input, since the
global system information is critical for the distributed agent
decision. It is assumed that the global information collection
and the mixing network training are executed by the BS agent.

To guarantee high stability of the learning process and low
variance of the value function, we utilize the double-network
method [39] and construct two networks including a target
network Qhigh,tar parameterized by ωhigh,tar, and an evaluated
network Qhigh,eval parameterized by ωhigh,eval. The evaluated
network evaluates the value function and updates the parameters
in real time, while the target network copies the evaluated
network parameters every a certain number of iterations. The
parameters ωhigh = {ωhigh

1 , . . .,ωhigh
L ,ωhigh,eval} of the high-

level network can be updated by minimizing the loss function
as

l(ωhigh) � E
[(
yhigh −Qhigh,eval(s, b,x)

)2]
,

yhigh = r + γmax
b′

Qhigh,tar(s,′ b,′ x′), (24)
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where yhigh is the one-step target value derived from the target
network, s,′ b,′ x′ are the global state, the resolution action
vector and joint low-level action in the next step derived from
the experience buffer, respectively.

2) Policy Network: Each IRS agent i, ∀i ∈ L can obtain the
low-level action xi through its policy network taking the IRS
local state and bit resolution as input, while the BS agent can
get its local action taking the BS local state as input. The IRS
policy network utilizes policy methods, i.e., the Wolpertinger
method and the proto-action policy gradient method, which
will be discussed later, to map the continuous proto-actions
with high dimensionality into actual discrete actions with low
dimensionality.

3) Low-Level Q-Mix Network: It is made up of L+ 1 agent
networks, which calculate the individual value function for all
the agents, a low-level mixing network, which takes the individ-
ual value functions of all the agents as its input, and takes the
global state s and the phase resolution vector b as its auxiliary
information input.

Each IRS agent i, ∀i ∈ L can obtain its low-level indi-
vidual value function Qlow

i (si, bi,xi|ωlow
i ) parameterized by

ωlow
i and the BS agent maintain its individual value function

Qlow
B (sB,aB|ωlow

B ) parameterized by ωlow
B . We also utilize the

double-network method, that is, jointly utilize a target network
Qlow,tar parameterized by ωlow,tar and an evaluated network
Qlow,eval parameterized by ωlow,eval. The parameters ωlow =
{ωlow

1 , . . .,ωlow
L ,ωlow

B ,ωlow,eval} of the low-level network can
be updated by minimizing the loss function as

l(ωlow) � E
[(
ylow −Qlow,eval(s, b,x)

)2]
,

ylow = r + γmax
x′

Qlow,tar(s,′ b,′ x′), (25)

where ylow is the one-step target value obtained from the low-
level mixing target network.

Based on the proposed framework, we summarize a multi-
agent Q-mix algorithm in Algorithm 1. In the training process,
each agent initializes its network parameters and observes its
local state, while the BS agent collects all the local states as
the global state. Then, each IRS agent i,∀i ∈ L selects the bit
resolution action bi using the ε-greedy method and obtains the
low-level action xi through its policy network, while the BS
agent gets the local action aB . After executing an joint action,
which consists of all the local actions, all the agents receive a
reward from the system and observe their next local states. Then
the transition experience, which consists of the global state, the
joint action, the next global state and the reward, is stored in the
experience replay buffer D. We minimize the loss function and
update the parameters of all the networks through experiences
sampling from the experience buffer D. The training process is
completed when the reward converges. Finally, we can obtain
an optimal setting of the beamforming matrix V, the IRS bit
resolution vector b, the IRS phase shift matrix Φi, ∀i ∈ L and
the ON/OFF status vector ρi, ∀i ∈ L.

Consider the fact that each IRS policy network has a continu-
ous output space, while each IRS agent employs a discrete action

space. To solve this problem, we propose a multi-agent Q-mix
with Wolpertinger policy (MAQ-WP) algorithm by utilizing the
Wolpertinger policy method [38]. We assume that each IRS
agent maintains a policy network μ

ξi
i (si, bi) parameterized by

ξi, while the BS agent manages a policy network μ
ξB

B (sB)
parameterized by ξB. As shown in Algorithm 2, each i-th IRS
agent first receives the continuous-valued proto-actions from
the Wolpertinger policy given its local state and bit resolution,
and then retrieves k closest discrete-valued actions using the
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) method [40].

As the low-level actions are discrete-valued, the parameters
of the policy network cannot be updated with the gradient ascent
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Algorithm 2: Wolpertinger Policy.
Input: The local state si, the high-level action bi, ∀i ∈ L
and the Wolpertinger factor k

Output: The low-level action xi = (θi,ρi)

1 Get the proto-actions x̂i = μ
ξi
i (si, bi);

2 Get the discrete action space Ai,bi ⊂ Ai given bi;
3 Use KNN to get the set of k closest actions

Ai,bi,k = argminkxi∈Ai,bi
‖xi − x̂i‖2;

4 Get the discrete-valued low-level action
xi = argmaxxi∈Ai,bi,k

Qlow
i (si, bi,xi)

method directly. Hence, the i-th IRS policy network is updated
approximately with continuous-valued proto-actions using the
following gradient

∇ξi
l(ξi) ≈ ∇ξi

Qlow
i

(
si, bi, x̂i | x̂i = μ

ξi
i (si, bi)

)
= ∇x̂i

Qlow
i

(
si, bi, μ

ξi
i (si, bi)

)
∇ξi

μ
ξi
i (si, bi).

(26)
As the BS agent employs a continuous action space, we can
update the parameters of the network by the gradient ascent
method directly as

∇Bl(ξB) = ∇ξB
Qlow

B

(
sB,aB | aB = ξ

ξB

B (sB)
)

= ∇aB
Qlow

B

(
sB, μ

ξB

B (sB)
)
∇ξB

μ
ξB

B (sB). (27)

However, the proposed MAQ-WP algorithm is still computa-
tionally demanding as the search of the closest action is linear
related to the Wolpertinger factor k and the number of the IRS
agentsL. In addition, the approximation in (26) may increase the
variance of the individual value function Qlow

i (si, bi,xi), ∀i ∈
L. To overcome these weaknesses, we develop a multi-agent
Q-mix with policy gradient (MAQ-PG) algorithm, which allows
each agent to maintain an policy network μθi

parameterized by
θi and a mapping function φ(e) : E → Ai,bi for mapping the
proto-actions μθi

(e|si) based on a given state si to the actual
low-level actions. It is assumed that, given the range set of the
proto-actions Ea, the mapping function φ(e) will determinis-
tically generate an actual low-level action, i.e., ∀e ∈ Ea such
that φ(e) = a. Here, the input of the μθi

(e|si), si, is defined
by combining the i-th IRS agent local state and its high-level
action.

In addition, the local long-term discounted function is defined
as

Jθi
i � Esi

[V θi
i (si)] =

∫
si

di(si)V
θi
i (si) dsi, (28)

where di(si) is the original probability distribution of the state
si. We use the Bellman Equation to rewrite the equation (28) as

Jθi
i =

∫
si

di(si)
∑

xi∈Ai,bi

πθi
(xi|si)Qθi

i (si,xi) dsi. (29)

With a slight abuse of notation, denote the low-level action policy
of the i-th IRS agent by πθi

. We can get the action representation

form of πθi
by accumulating the proto-action probabilities

πθi
(xi|si) =

∫
Exi

μθi
(e|si)de. (30)

Lemma 1: Given the proto-actionsμθi
(e|si) and the mapping

function φ(e), the policy gradient can be calculated as

∇θi
Jθi
i = Esi,e

[
∇θi

log μθi
(e|si)Qθi

i (si, φ(e))
]
. (31)

Proof: See Appendix A. �
φ(e) can be used to obtain an action with the probability

1, while it may not be a prior knowledge. Thus, we can con-
struct an estimator φ̂(xi|(e) to approximate the action selection
probability using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. As we
assume that the action xi is conditionally independent with the
state si given the proto-action e, we denote the true probability
from state si to action xi by p(xi|si) = p(e|si)p(xi|e) and
denote the estimator by p̂(xi|si) = p(e|si)φ̂(xi|e). Thus, the
KL divergence between p and p̂ is expressed as

DKL(p||p̂) = Exi

[
log

(
p(xi|si)
p̂(xi|si)

)]

= − Exi

[
log

(
φ̂(xi|si)
p(xi|e)

)]
. (32)

As the denominator in (32) is irrelevant to the parameters of
the estimator, we can neglect the denominator and update the
estimator parameters by minimizing the loss function as

l(φ̂) � −Exi

[
log φ̂(xi|e)

]
. (33)

C. Computational Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity is primarily determined by the
network architectures of the high-level agent networks, the low-
level agent networks, the high-level mixing network, the low-
level mixing network and the policy networks.

As for the high-level agent network, the number of neurons
in the input layer is specified by the dimension of the local state
and the bit resolution, which is K + 2. The number of neurons
in the output layer is 1. It is assumed that the agent network
utilizes a total ofLha fully connected neural networks, where the
l-th (2 ≤ l ≤ Lha − 1) hidden layer contains nha

l neurons. Then,
the number of the weights in the input layer, the l-th hidden
layer, and the final hidden layer are (K + 2)nha

1 , nha
l−1n

ha
l and

nha
Lha−1, respectively. Similar to the high-level agent network,

we assume each that low-level agent network possessLla hidden
fully connected layers, where the l-th (2 ≤ l ≤ Lla − 1) hidden
layer contains nla

l neurons. Therefore, the number of the weights
in the input layer, the l-th hidden layer, and the final hidden
layer are (K + 2 + 2N)nla

1 , n
la
l−1n

la
l and nla

Lla−1, respectively.
For simplicity, here we assume that each IRS agent has identical
number of reflecting elements N .

Moreover, we adopt Lip hidden fully connected for IRS agent
policy network and Lbp hidden fully connected for BS agent
policy network, where the corresponding l-th (2 ≤ l ≤ Lip − 1,
2 ≤ l ≤ Lbp − 1) hidden layer contains nip

l and nbp
l neurons,

respectively. Thus for IRS policy network, the number of the
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TABLE II
SYSTEM MODEL PARAMETERS

TABLE III
NETWORK PARAMETERS

weights in the input layer, the l-th hidden layer, and the final
hidden layer are (K + 2)nip

1 , n
ip
l−1n

ip
l and nip

Lip−1, respectively.
For BS policy network, the number of the weights in the input
layer, the l-th hidden layer, and the final hidden layer in turn are
Knbp

1 , nbp
l−1n

bp
l and nbp

Lbp−1. For high-level mixing network and
low-level mixing network, the number of the total weights are
given by nhmix(KL+K + 2L+ 1)(L+ 1) and nlmix(KL+
K + 2L+ 2NL)(L+ 1), respectively, where nhmix and nlmix is
the total number of the high-level and low-level mixing network
neurons.

Suppose that the computational complexity to train a single
weight is W . Finally, the computational complexity of the pro-
posed MAQ-WP is O(W [((K + 2)nha

1 +
∑Lha−1

l=2 nha
l−1n

ha
l +

nha
Lha−1)L+ ((K + 2 + 2N)nla

1 +
∑Lla−1

l=2 nla
l−1n

la
l + nla

Lla−1)L

+ ((K + 2)nip
1 +

∑Lip−1
l=2 nip

l−1n
ip
l + nip

Lip−1)L + Knbp
1 +∑Lbp−1

l=2 nbp
l−1n

bp
l + nbp

Lbp−1 + nhmix(KL+K + 2L+ 1) (L+

1) + nlmix(KL+K + 2L+ 2NL)(L+ 1)]), which mainly
increases quadratically with the IRS number L and increases
linearly with the number of users K. Regarding centralized
policy network, it is necessary to traverse under various
resolution b to choose the joint low-level action x. The
computational complexity is thus grows exponentially with the
number of IRS L.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed MAQ-WP and MAQ-PG algorithms numerically. In
our simulations, we consider the multi-IRSs-assisted down-
link communication system described in Section II and as-
sume that each agent has a full knowledge of perfect channel
information.

1) Simulation Settings: The BS equipped with 4 antennas
is located at the coordinate (0,0). The users are uniformly
distributed in the ring area centered on the BS with the inner
radius 100 m and the outer radius 120 m. The IRSs are uni-
formly distributed on the circle with the center of the BS and
the radius of 100 m. In addition, the maximum BS transmit

Fig. 3. Convergence comparisons of different algorithms.

power Pmax is set to be varing from 5 dBm to 30 dBm, and
the system noise power is set to be −80 dBm. We assume that
the channel hBU

k follows Rayleigh fading and the IRS-assisted
channels HBR

l ,hRU
l,k, ∀l ∈ L follow Rician fading, which can be

modeled as

HBR
l = PL1,l ·

(√
ε1

1 + ε 1
aNl

(ϑl)aM (ϕ)H +

√
1

1+ε1
H̄BR

l

)
,

hRU
l,k = PL2,l,k ·

(√
ε2

1 + ε2
aNl

(χl,k) +

√
1

1 + ε2
h̄RU
l,k

)
,

(34)
where ε1, ε2 are Rician factors, a(·) is the steering vector that
is defined as aN (x) = [1, e−j2π d

λ
sinx, . . ., e−j2(N−1)π d

λ
sinx]T ,

ϑl, ϕ, χl,k are angular settings, H̄BR
l and h̄RU

l,k denote the non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) components whose elements both follow
the symmetric complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, 1), PL1,l

denotes the path loss between the BS and the l-th IRS, PL2,l,k

denotes the path loss between the l-th IRS and the k-th user.
These two types of path loss are defined by

PL1,l = (PL0 − 10κl lg(dl/d0)),

PL2,l,k = (PL0 − 10κl,k lg(dl,k/d0)), (35)

where dl is the distance between the BS and the l-th IRS, dl,k
is the distance between the l-th IRS and the k-th user. The
harvested energy obeys Poisson distribution with the probability
function Pr(X = k) = ςk

k! e
−ς , k = 0, 1, . . ., where ς = 2.2. The

descriptions and values of the parameters PL0, κl, κl,k, ε1, ε2
in (34) and (35) are listed in Table II.

The network parameters settings of the proposed algorithms
are summarized in Table III.

2) Comparisons With Benchmarks: We consider the number
of the IRSs L = 2, the number of the users K = 4, the num-
ber of the elements per IRS Nl = 10, the Wolpertinger policy
factor k = 50 and the maximum BS transmit power Pmax = 5
dBm. Fig. 3 compares the proposed MAQ-WP and MAQ-PG
algorithms with two benchmarks: MADDPG and independent
learning (IL). IL means that in multi-agent environment, each
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Fig. 4. User average data rate of different algorithms.

Fig. 5. Performance comparisons versus epochs under different Wolpertinger
policy factors.

agent only cares about itself and learns independently without
considering the impact of other agents’ actions or policies to
it. It is obvious that the proposed algorithms both show ap-
pealing performance. The MAQ-WP algorithm finally achieves
similar performance compared with the MAQ-PG algorithm at
a larger variance as we make an approximation in (26). The
rewards of the proposed algorithms converge faster compared
with MADDPG. The MAQ-PG algorithm converges at about the
5000-th epoch and the MAQ-WP algorithm converges at about
the 7500-th epoch, while MADDPG converges at the 10000-th
epoch. This is because that our algorithms develop the hierar-
chical actions and calculate the gradient in (26) and (31) based
on the low-level action, while MADDPG updates the gradient
by the joint action with extra computational complexity. Fig. 4
compares the user average data rates under different algorithms
with the growth of IRS numberL. It is observed that, the average
data rates increase with the number of IRS L, resulting from the
increase in the number of beamforming policies as L increases.

Fig. 6. Performance of system rate comparisons versus different transmit
power for MAQ-PG.

Fig. 7. Performance of data satisfaction rate comparisons curve versus epochs
under different transmit power for MAQ-PG.

Fig. 8. Performance of data satisfaction rate comparisons versus different
transmit power for MAQ-PG.
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Fig. 9. Performance comparisons versus epochs under different IRS elements
for MAQ-PG.

Fig. 10. Performance of data satisfaction rate curve comparisons versus
epochs under different IRS elements for MAQ-PG.

Fig. 11. Performance of data satisfaction rate comparisons versus different
IRS elements for MAQ-PG.

The MAQ-PG and MAQ-WP algorithms enjoy an data rate
improvement of 4.9% ∼ 8.8% and 6.1% ∼ 10.7% compared
with MADDPG, respectively. In addition, the proposed algo-
rithms both significantly outperform the IL. The comparisons in
Figs. 3-4 jointly indicate that our proposed algorithms enjoy
both excellent network performance and fast convergence in
learning.

3) Impact of Wolpertinger Policy Factor: Fig. 5 shows the
performance of the proposed MAQ-WP algorithm under differ-
ent Wolpertinger policy factors, i.e., k = 1, 2, 5, 50. It is worthy
noting that, the solid line represents the average reward curve,
and the shaded region around each learning curve shows the
reward variance. It can be observed that the convergence value
grows with the Wolpertinger factor k. The learning processes
with the factor k = 1, 2 both achieve convergence after 2500
epochs, whereas the processes with the factor k = 5, 50 con-
verge much slower as the Wolpertinger policy selects an optimal
action fromk actions. The results imply that if the factork is large
enough, the performance can reach a considerable convergence
value at cost of the training rate.

4) Impact of Maximum BS Transmit Power: Fig. 6 presents
the system rate of the MAQ-PG algorithm as a function of the
maximum transmit power Pmax. It can be observed that the
system rate increases steadily and tends to be stable gradually.
The reason behind is that the achievable system rate increases
with the transmitting signal maximum power limit. Furthermore,
as the channel interferences cannot be ignored under largePmax,
the system rate will eventually reach the convergence.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the user data rate satisfaction rate and the
ratios of final convergence under different Pmax and different
numbers of IRS L, respectively. As expected, the user data rate
satisfaction rate increases monotonically with Pmax and L. The
reason is that when Pmax and L increase, the received SINR
in (4) increases, resulting in the improvement of the user data
rate satisfaction rate.

5) Impact of IRS Element: Fig. 9 shows the epoch reward
of the MAQ-PG algorithm when Nl = 10, 20, 30, 40, K = 4
and Pmax = 5dBm. It is apparent that as Nl increases, the
convergence value of the epoch reward grows. The reason is that
the IRS with more elements can be used to provide more accurate
beamforming policies and more reasonable energy consumption
methods, which effectively improves the instant reward and
diminishes the penalties in (19).

Fig. 10 shows the user data rate satisfaction rate of the MAQ-
PG algorithm under different numbers of the IRS elements Nl.
The results indicate that such a satisfaction rate increases with
Nl, and achieves 91.75% when Nl = 40, K = 5, L = 4 and
Pmax = 5dBm, which implies that most of the users meet the
individual requirement of their data rates. Fig. 11 illustrates
the user data rate satisfaction rate for different numbers of
IRS elements Nl and different numbers of IRSs L. It is also
found that the user data satisfaction rate increases with Nl and
L. This is because that more IRSs and IRS elements, more
signal paths and signal power can be reflected by the IRSs to
improve the received SINR in (4). The results indicate that
an appropriate Nl is beneficial to improve the user data rate
satisfaction rate; otherwise would cause the dissatisfaction of
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the user data rate constraints and the waste of the hardware
resources.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a multiple IRS-assisted multi-user communica-
tion system with an energy harvesting mechanism was consid-
ered. We formulated a BS transmit beamforming and IRSs phase
shift beamforming joint optimization problem with transmit
power limits, user data rate requirements and energy storage
buffer constraints. We further converted this complicated non-
convex optimization problem into an MDP model and designed
a multi-agent Q-mix framework to decouple the optimization
parameters. Moreover, the MAQ-WP and MAQ-PG algorithms
were proposed to handle the high-dimensional and hybrid ac-
tion space. The proposed algorithms separate the phase shift
actions into two hierarchical actions, and thus are able to signifi-
cantly reduce the overload of computational cost and accelerate
the convergence of the learning process on the premise of a
high achievable system rate. Simulation results confirmed the
performance advantage of the proposed algorithms over other
algorithms.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Using Lemma 1, we operate the gradient of the equation (29)
and unfold it as

∇θi
Jθi
i = ∇θi

∫
si

d(si)
∑

xi∈Ai,bi

πθi
(xi|si)Qθi

i (si,xi)dsi

=

∫
si

d(si)

( ∑
xi∈Ai,bi

∇θi
πθi

(xi|si)Qθi
i (si,xi)

+
∑

xi∈Ai,bi

πθi
(xi|si)∇θi

Qθi
i (si,xi)

)
dsi.

(36)
Then the proof follows the procedures in [37], [41]. We can

obtain

∇θi
Jθi
i =

∫
si

d(si)
∞∑

k=0

∫
si′

γkp(si → si′ , k)

·
∑

xi∈Ai,bi

∇θi
πθi

(xi|si)Qθi
i (si,xi)dsi′ , (37)

where p(si → si′ , k) denotes the probability of transition from
state si to state si′ in k steps. Let

ρ(si) =

∞∑
k=0

∫
si′

d(si)γ
kp(si → si′ , k)dsi′ (38)

indicate the stationary state distribution of the Markov chain
starting from the state si. Substitute the equation (38) into the
gradient and using action representation (30) to replace the

policy, resulting in

∇θi
Jθi
i =

∫
si

ρ(si)
∑

xi∈Ai,bi

∫
Exi

∇θi
μθi

(e|si) ·Qθi
i (si,xi)dedsi.

(39)
In the range of Exi

, each e maps a unique action xi, φ(e) =
xi. The summation of action over the action space can be
substituted by the entire domain of e, i.e., E As a result, the
final gradient formula can be calculated as follows

∇θi
Jθi
i =

∫
si

ρ(si)

∫
E
∇θi

μθi
(e|si) ·Qθi

i (si, φ(e))dedsi

=

∫
si

ρ(si)

∫
E
μθi

(e|si)

· ∇θi
log μθi

(e|si) ·Qθi
i (si, φ(e))dedsi

= Esi,e

[
∇θi

log μθi
(e|si) ·Qθi

i (si, φ(e))
]
.

(40)
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